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On 9 December, 2008, The China Banking Regulatory Commission 
promulgated The Guidelines for the Risk Management of Merger and 
Acquisition Loans Granted by Commercial Banks, which is really a timely event 
for china acquisition loans market lacking direct financing capitals. In near 
future，China will be one of the most active area for global acquisition business 
whose scale will develop in a supernormal speed. The study on the legal risk 
control still remains blank because acquisition loans of commercial bank is a 
newly developed issue in China. Under current trend, How to recognize the 
legal risk during acquisition loans dealings and institution an effective system 
to control the legal risk of acquisition loans are of important and urgent 
significance in real sense.  
The thesis is consisted of three parts, introduction, body and conclusion. 
The body is divided into four chapters as follows. 
Chapter one will give some general introductions related with acquisition 
loans granted by commercial banks. Firstly it introduces the relationship 
between acquisition and acquisition loans and highlights that the main feature 
of acquisition loans is to provide loans for acquisition financing. Secondly, it 
will deals with the difference between acquisition loans and regular loans. 
Although they both belong to the scope of business loans of commercial bank, 
acquisition loans bear many specialties. Thirdly, based on The Guidelines for 
the Risk Management of Merger and Acquisition Loans Granted by Commercial 
Banks ，the thesis will try to define what is “acquisition loans”. Lastly, it 
illustrates what significance in real sense of acquisition loans may bring for 
current Chinese banks and enterprises. 
Chapter two first introduces the programs of acquisition loans and 















resulting in the legal risk, hence the necessity to control the legal risk of 
acquisition loans.  
In chapter 3, according to recent-released regulations and rules related 
with acquisition loans business, we intend to establish an effective system to 
control the legal risk of acquisition loans, which will be achieved by 
considering four controlling ways in the reviews on acquisition loans, related 
main bodies, laws and contracts and loan-guarantee. 
Chapter four put forward two difficulties in legislation and operation 
during the course of establishing a system to control legal risk. Then it comes 
up with some advices on how to improve the system. And the advices are put 
forward from the viewpoints of legislation and operation. 
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